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Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) has been recognized as a medical phenomenon for many decades. Although its definition has been debated, the principle concept is that the normal small bowel has lower levels of microbial colonization compared with the colon and this normal balance is significantly altered in SIBO. SIBO is defined as the presence of excessive numbers of bacteria in the small bowel causing gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms. These bacteria are usually coliforms, which are typically found in the colon and include predominantly Gram-negative aerobic and anaerobic species that ferment carbohydrates producing gas (1).

Since the late 1990s, there has been a resurgence in SIBO research which has been further enhanced by the increasing knowledge of the gut microbiome and its roles in human health and disease (2). These include a series of articles linking SIBO to diseases such as irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (3,4), inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (5), systemic sclerosis (6), motility disorders (7,8), cirrhosis (9), fatty liver (10), postgastrectomy syndrome (11), and a variety of other conditions. Although these findings are important, a recent consensus document identified a number of strengths and weaknesses in the published work in this area (12). As such, an effort has been underway to re-evaluate the criteria for the diagnosis of SIBO and define the optimal methods for diagnostic testing to identify this condition. Furthermore, treatment for SIBO has been largely empirical, has not undergone the scrutiny of sponsored clinical trials, and requires appraisal. In this guideline, we provide an evidence-based evaluation of the literature through the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) process. In instances where the available evidence was not appropriate for a formal GRADE recommendation, key concepts were developed using expert consensus.
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INTRODUCTION
Small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) has been recognized as a medical phenomenon for many decades. Although its definition has been debated, the principle concept is that the normal small bowel has lower levels of microbial colonization compared with the colon and this normal balance is significantly altered in SIBO. SIBO is defined as the presence of excessive numbers of bacteria in the small bowel causing gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms. This guideline provides an evidence-based evaluation of the literature through the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) process. In instances where the available evidence was not appropriate for a formal GRADE recommendation, key concepts were developed using expert consensus.

DEFINITION OF SIBO
SIBO can be most inclusively defined as a clinical syndrome of GI symptoms caused by the presence of excessive numbers of bacteria within the small intestine (potential thresholds are discussed below). This definition implies that there must be a measurable and excessive bacterial burden within the small bowel, and that this microbial overgrowth has resulted in specific GI signs and/or symptoms. This guideline statement evaluates criteria for diagnosis, defines the optimal methods for diagnostic testing, and summarizes treatment options for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth.
symptoms. For example, the pathologic fermentation of nutrients that would ordinarily be completely absorbed in the small intestine could lead to the production of excess gas and bloating.

The objective measurement of bacteria in the small intestine was initially achieved through quantitative culture of aspirates acquired from the proximal small bowel, akin to urine culture for urinary tract infection (14). However, the threshold cutoff for the definition of a positive culture has been controversial, both in the published literature and among experts in the field. The most recent North American Consensus found that the literature points more accurately to a bacterial colony count of \( \geq 10^3 \) colony-forming units per milliliter (CFU/mL) in a duodenal/jejunal aspirate as diagnostic of SIBO (12). This is based on a collation of the literature among normal subjects in trials. It should be noted that the bacterial colony counts in SIBO are based on growth of culturable bacteria.

An alternative method for the diagnosis of SIBO is the measurement of exhaled hydrogen gas on the breath, after the ingestion of a fixed quantity of a carbohydrate substrate such as glucose or lactulose (15,16). Although popular, it is an indirect method of assessing whether there are excessive amounts of bacteria in the small bowel. Similar to the quantitative culture of small bowel aspirates, the published literature and expert opinion has varied widely regarding both the details of breath testing techniques and the definition of a positive test for SIBO. With these limitations in mind, the most recent published criteria on breath testing recommend a rise in exhaled hydrogen of at least 20 parts per million (ppm) above baseline within 90 minutes of oral ingestion of either 75 g of glucose or 10 g of lactulose, as diagnostic of SIBO (12).

The signs and/or symptoms of SIBO can arise from the malabsorption of nutrients, alteration in intestinal permeability, inflammation, and/or immune activation that arises from the pathologic bacterial fermentation within the small bowel (17). Such symptoms can include, but may not be limited to, nausea, bloating, flatulence, abdominal distension, abdominal cramping, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and/or constipation. In extreme cases, signs can include steatorrhea, weight loss, anemia, deficiencies in fat-soluble vitamins, and/or mucosal inflammation of the small bowel. These are usually associated with extraordinary causes of SIBO such as iatrogenic (postsurgical blind loop) or scleroderma (18).

Evidence suggests that abdominal pain, bloating, gas, distension, flatulence, and diarrhea are the most common symptoms described in patients with SIBO and prevalent in more than two-thirds of patients (19–21). In severe cases, nutritional deficiencies including vitamin B12, vitamin D, and iron deficiencies can occur, but in most cases, these are subtle or undetectable (22). Some patients may also manifest fatigue and poor concentration (23). However, no single symptom can be specifically attributed to SIBO. Symptoms often masquerade as other diagnoses such as IBS, functional diarrhea, functional dyspepsia, or bloating. This is due in part to the varied presentation of patients with SIBO and the number of underlying risk factors that can lead to the development of SIBO. For example, in a patient with chronic pancreatitis, it is difficult to determine whether diarrhea results from exocrine insufficiency or from coexistent SIBO and to what extent symptoms are related to pancreatic insufficiency vs SIBO. Similarly, in patients with Crohn’s disease, particularly those having undergone ileocolic valve resection, symptoms of abdominal pain, bloating, and diarrhea could result from SIBO vs that of active inflammation, bile acid malabsorption, or postoperative strictures. Indeed, several studies have attempted to assess this in a systematic manner. For example, Jacobs et al. (21) obtained aerobic and anerobic duodenal cultures from subjects undergoing antroduodenal manometry and compared 38 subjects with culture-positive SIBO to 74 subjects with culture-negative SIBO and reported no differences in the intensity, frequency, and duration of abdominal pain or in bloating, fullness, belching, indigestion, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and gas. Therefore, close attention should be paid not only to a patient’s symptom profile but also to risk factors for SIBO and any history of previous attempts to treat other underlying conditions, when evaluating SIBO as a possible diagnosis in a patient presenting with unexplained abdominal pain, gas, bloating, diarrhea, and/or malabsorptive symptoms.

### Table 1. Summary and strength of GRADED recommendations for SIBO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis of SIBO</th>
<th>1. We suggest the use of breath testing (glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen) for the diagnosis of SIBO in patients with IBS (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. We suggest using glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen breath tests for the diagnosis of SIBO in symptomatic patients with suspected motility disorders (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. We suggest testing for SIBO using glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen breath tests in symptomatic patients (abdominal pain, gas, bloating, and/or diarrhea) with previous luminal abdominal surgery (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other conditions associated with SIBO</td>
<td>4. We suggest against the use of breath testing for the diagnosis of SIBO in asymptomatic patients on PPIs (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. We suggest testing for methane using glucose or lactulose breath tests to diagnose the overgrowth of methane-producing organisms (IMO) in symptomatic patients with constipation (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment of SIBO</td>
<td>6. We suggest the use of antibiotics in symptomatic patients with SIBO to eradicate overgrowth and resolve symptoms (conditional recommendation, low level of evidence).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IBS, irritable bowel syndrome; IMO, intestinal methanogen overgrowth; PPI, proton-pump inhibitor; SIBO, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth.
DIAGNOSIS OF SIBO

Breath testing

Quantitative measurement of breath hydrogen and/or methane is a relatively inexpensive, noninvasive, easy, and widely available test. Since the clinical definition of SIBO is unclear in the absence of validated patient-reported outcomes (PROs), the use of breath testing for SIBO is recognized as a key concept in Table 2 but not a GRADEable guideline. Newer mail-in kits are available for home testing for patients not able to travel or in remote locations. Often these kits are directed to laboratories with Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments certification and as such have more stringent validation/calibration supervision as compared to clinicians offices. However, diet precautions before test, substrate ingestion, and breath test collection occur in a home setting that may not be strictly controlled.

The premise of breath tests is that human cells are incapable of producing hydrogen and methane gases (24). Consequently, if these gases can be detected in breath samples, it must signify another source such as the fermentation of carbohydrates by microbes in the gut, their subsequent absorption into the bloodstream, and their expiration through the lungs (25). This principle has led to the development of several carbohydrate substrate-based breath tests. Here, after ingestion of a carbohydrate load and its exposure to bacteria, the sugar is rapidly fermented to produce hydrogen gas along with short-chain fatty acids. Methanogenic archaea in turn use hydrogen as a substrate for the production of methane (26,27). A rise in the concentrations of hydrogen in breath samples facilitates a diagnosis of SIBO, whereas the North American Consensus recommended that the presence of methane levels ≥10 ppm is diagnostic of methanogenic overgrowth (Figure 1a). However, some experts recommend a rise of 10 ppm in methane levels, and this requires confirmation. The carbohydrates traditionally used as substrates in breath testing for SIBO are glucose and lactulose, with each substrate possessing unique characteristics. Historically, breath testing was performed using a radiolabeled substrate (e.g., xylose), which could be detected on exhaled breath samples, if excess bacteria were present (28). However, this technique is no longer used because of safety concerns regarding radiolabeled substrates (14).

A recent North American Consensus article provides some guidelines for standardized methods of performing and interpreting breath test results (12). Before breath testing, it is recommended that patients avoid use of antibiotics for 4 weeks and avoid promotility agents and laxatives for at least 1 week. The day before the breath test, fermentable foods (e.g., complex carbohydrates) should be avoided, and patients should fast for 8–12 hours. In addition, during the breath test, patients should avoid smoking and minimize physical exertion. The North American Consensus recommends administering 75-g glucose or 10-g lactulose, either taken with or followed by 1 cup of water (~250 mL). The breath samples should be measured for hydrogen and methane. As noted previously, an increase in hydrogen concentrations of ≥20 ppm from baseline within 90 (12)–120 (29) minutes is recommended to be diagnostic of SIBO (Figure 1a).

Although methane is increasingly important and recognized, it creates a nomenclature problem in the SIBO framework. For methane, a concentration of ≥10 ppm at any point during the test is indicative of methanogen colonization. However, methanogens are not “bacteria” (representing the “B” in SIBO) but belong to the domain Archaea and may also overgrow in the colon and not just the small intestine. As such, we have proposed a new term, intestinal methanogen overgrowth (IMO), for methanogens rather than SIBO (Figure 1b).

Table 2. Summary of key concepts in SIBO

| 1. The most common symptom of SIBO is bloating. |
| 2. Vitamin deficiencies in SIBO are not common and are usually seen in patients with an iatrogenic or structural abnormality of the bowel such as blind loop syndrome. Note: Folate may be elevated in SIBO as bacteria produce folate. |
| 3. The cause(s) of SIBO in patients are varied, and this may need to be determined in order to best prevent a recurrence of SIBO (see Table 3). |
| 4. Breath testing is useful for identifying SIBO noninvasively before antibiotic treatment. |
| 5. During breath testing, it is important to use the correct dose of glucose (75 g) and lactulose (10 g) for standardization purposes. |
| 6. Based on an evidence-based approach from the literature, a colony count of ≥10³ CFU/mL is most suggestive of SIBO when using duodenal culture. |
| 7. The presence of excessive methane on breath testing does not indicate SIBO, since methanogens are not bacteria (they are archaea). A better term would be IMO. |
| 8. Methanobrevibacter smithii appears to be the key methanogen responsible for breath methane production. |
| 9. Constipation is associated with elevated levels of breath methane and stool M. smithii. |
| 10. Targeting methanogens may reduce methane production and improve constipation. |
| 11. A proportion of subjects with IBS are found to have SIBO, based both on breath testing and on culture. |
| 12. There is a lack of consistent data to support recommending specific probiotics in the treatment of SIBO. |
| 13. There is currently no basis for the use of fecal microbiota transplant in the treatment of SIBO. |
| 14. A focus on prevention of SIBO is important to avoid the need for repeated courses of antibiotics. Treatment of the underlying cause represents the primary mode of prevention. |
| 15. In subjects with an abnormal breath test, retesting after treatment may correlate with symptom improvement and may be confirmed by normalization of hydrogen or methane levels. |

CFU/mL, colony-forming units per milliliter; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome; IMO, intestinal methanogen overgrowth; SIBO, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. |
Figure 1. Breath test examples. (a) Hydrogen-positive breath test to suggest small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. (b) Methane-positive breath test to suggest intestinal methanogen overgrowth. (c) Normal breath test. ppm, parts per million.
Irrespective of the nomenclature, a change in or measured level of hydrogen or methane that remains below the threshold levels noted above should be considered a negative test (Figure 1c). When using lactulose as a substrate, an initial peak from bacterial overgrowth in the small intestine followed by a second peak from colonic bacterial fermentation has been described. However, per the new consensus statement, a second peak is not required, but the first peak must occur within 90 minutes of substrate administration for the test to be considered positive. According to a systematic review by Khoshini et al. (14), the sensitivity of lactulose has ranged from 31% to 68% and specificity has ranged from 44% to 100%, whereas the sensitivity of glucose breath testing has varied from 20% to 93% and specificity from 30% to 86% when compared with cultures of aspirates from the small bowel. Recently, the use of fructose as a monosaccharide substrate for persons with diabetes with suspected SIBO has been evaluated because a 75-g glucose load can cause acute hyperglycemia and gut dysmotility and possibly impact the breath test results. In this study, when compared with duodenal aspirates, the use of a fructose solution as the substrate in persons with diabetes yielded similar sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy (48%, 71%, and 58%, respectively) for the diagnosis of SIBO when compared with glucose solution in persons without diabetes (30). Although not studied, lactulose may be preferred for diabetic subjects as a nonabsorbed carbohydrate. In addition to hydrogen and methane, hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) is another gas produced by gut bacteria, but a commercial testing system is not yet available. A recent study evaluated the role of H₂S in patients undergoing a workup for SIBO (31). However, a cutoff value for diagnosis of SIBO using H₂S gas needs to be validated and its utility determined.

Small bowel aspiration and culture

Small bowel aspirate and culture is often considered the gold standard for the diagnosis of SIBO. Standardized techniques for aseptic collection of small bowel aspirate samples are lacking, as methods differ regarding the placement of the device for sample aspiration and the amount of fluid collected, as well as sample handling and subsequent culture. In general, during an upper endoscopy, a deep duodenal intubation can be achieved while minimizing suction during the insertion of the scope through mouth and stomach and preventing cross-contamination of secretions from outside the duodenum as described (20,21). In 1 technique, a 2-mm Liguory catheter (COOK Medical, Bloomington, IN) with multiple side holes is passed through the biopsy channel of an upper endoscope into the third and fourth portions of the duodenum. Using gentle suction, approximately 3–5 mL of duodenal fluid is aspirated, and the specimen is sent to a microbiology laboratory for aerobic/anaerobic culture (20,21). Wearing of sterile gloves both by the endoscopist and assistant when assembling the catheter and collecting samples and placing a sterile cap on the syringe are all key components for proper specimen collection and handling. Once obtained, the specimen should be promptly transferred to a microbiology laboratory with rapid processing for aerobic and anaerobic cultures. It is important to communicate with the laboratory personnel regarding use of appropriate media and not to report results as positive or negative but to describe the growth of organisms as a precise colony count in CFU/mL. Historically, a level of $10^3$ CFU/mL had been used for identifying pathological bacterial infection in humans, including a diagnosis of SIBO. However, in the case of SIBO, this cutoff appears too stringent and lacks validation (25,32). Healthy controls have $<10^3$ CFU/mL in the small bowel, and concentrations above $10^3$ CFU are almost exclusively seen in patients with gastrectomy (14). These levels were often from patients with Billroth I or II and blind loops or segments of intestinal stasis out of continuity with the digestive flow. Therefore, a concentration of $\geq 10^3$ CFU/mL is now generally considered diagnostic of SIBO and has been recommended by the North American Consensus (12). Diagnosis of SIBO using small bowel aspiration and culture is time-consuming, expensive, and is an invasive procedure which requires sedation and carries the usual risks of endoscopy, but is technically simple and can be widely performed outside of specialized referral centers or research environment. In 1 study (20), the diagnostic agreement of small bowel aspirates with breath testing was $\sim65\%$, indicating that using 1 testing method may not definitively diagnose SIBO and that additional testing may be necessary, particularly in patients with persistent symptoms and a high likelihood of SIBO.

Although published data are limited, there is a growing list of studies assessing SIBO by 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene sequencing in a cohort of subjects with IBS (33). In this study, sequencing of a small cohort of subjects revealed lower microbial diversity in the duodenum in subjects with IBS compared with subjects without IBS. The most significant findings were increases in Escherichia/Shigella ($P = 0.005$) and Aeromonas ($P = 0.051$) and decreases in Acinetobacter ($P = 0.024$), Citrobacter ($P = 0.031$), and Microvirgula ($P = 0.036$). In another study, Kerckhoff et al. found higher levels of Pseudomonas in the small bowel of subjects with IBS compared with healthy controls (34). These results were mirrored in stool samples from the same cohort. In the largest study to date, sequencing was able to validate SIBO as $>10^3$ CFU/mL by culture on MacConkey agar based on correlation to symptoms, sequencing, and breath testing results (35). In the same study, using a cutoff of $>10^3$ CFU/mL also correlated with a positive hydrogen breath test (i.e., a rise in hydrogen $\geq 20$ ppm above baseline) at 90 minutes and also correlated with the clinical symptoms of bloating and urgency (35).

Another study sequenced microbes in duodenal samples and rectal biopsies from subjects with IBS and controls (36) and also found higher numbers of bacteria in the small bowel in subjects with IBS. However, a study of jejunal aspirates using culture and PCR of 16S rRNA genes found no significant correlation between glucose breath test results and bacterial levels (37). Large-scale studies are currently underway to evaluate this further.

Newer techniques

It is recognized that the current breath tests have low sensitivity and specificity and that additional validation studies are needed for standardization (38). The lactulose breath test has been criticized for high false-positive values (because of the accelerated transit and colonic fermentation in some individuals) and the glucose breath test for being absorbed in proximal duodenum and therefore having low sensitivity for detecting distal SIBO—in other words, missing overgrowth in distal small bowel (12,14,39). A unique orally ingested capsule technology is also under development that can measure in vivo hydrogen and carbon dioxide after ingestion of a carbohydrate meal and may provide a better alternative to current breath hydrogen measurement techniques (40). Additional capsule technologies that can sample
small bowel bacteria (small bowel capsule detection system) are also emerging, and these technologies could provide a more direct and accurate evaluation of SIBO (41).

**Recommendations**

1. We suggest the use of breath testing (glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen) for the diagnosis of SIBO in patients with IBS (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).

IBS is one of the most commonly evaluated conditions with ties to SIBO, which has allowed this association to be graded in this guideline. Although the rate of SIBO in IBS is debated, meta-analyses suggest that up to 78% of IBS subjects suffer from SIBO (42). Although there remains a question of cause or effect in IBS, there is little controversy that a subset of subjects with IBS have SIBO. This evidence is now based on meta-analysis, and other evidence such as 16S rRNA gene sequencing continues to support this concept (33,34,36).

Further evidence that IBS is associated with microbiome dysbiosis (or SIBO) is based on the successful use of antibiotics in the treatment of IBS. Although this will be discussed in more detail below, in 2015, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved a nonabsorbed antibiotic, rifaximin, for the treatment of IBS with diarrhea based on the existing understanding that one possible underlying cause of IBS is perturbation of the microbiome. A subset of subjects with IBS who participated in the TARGET 3 trial that supported approval of rifaximin (43) also underwent breath testing. Recently presented data suggested that the optimal benefit of rifaximin was seen in subjects with IBS with abnormal baseline hydrogen levels during the lactulose breath test (44). In fact, 76% of subjects with an initial positive breath test that became negative following a course of antibiotics were defined as a responder, based on the primary FDA outcome measure. This further supports that altered microbial levels could play a role in IBS.

**Recommendations**

2. We suggest using glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen breath testing for the diagnosis of SIBO in symptomatic patients with suspected motility disorders (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).

3. We suggest testing for SIBO using glucose hydrogen or lactulose hydrogen breath testing in symptomatic patients (abdominal pain, gas, bloating, and/or diarrhea) with previous luminal abdominal surgery (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).

**OTHER CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SIBO**

There are a number of mechanisms responsible for maintaining the relatively sterile milieu of the small intestine (Table 3). Deficiency or breakdown in one or more of these mechanisms can result in the abnormal accumulation of bacteria in the small bowel. As such, in almost all instances, SIBO is an epiphenomenon related to something else, usually a condition that leads to stasis in the small intestine. Table 4 provides a list of conditions that have historically been linked to SIBO, which include small bowel mechanical problems or motility disorders. However, conditions such as malabsorption, altered immunity, postgastric and colon surgeries, and systemic disorders can also be important. SIBO is not only associated with several conditions (Table 4) but can also cause malabsorption, vitamin deficiencies, and other problems. These data are based on animal and human studies, and in some cases, reversibility has been demonstrated after successful treatment of SIBO, supporting a cause-and-effect relationship.

The small bowel has an inherent cleansing function with recurring antegrade peristalsis and migratory motor complexes organized into 3 phases. Of these, the phase III migrating motor complex (MMC) is an intense phasic and tonic contractile event that begins in the stomach or proximal bowel and sweeps through toward the colon, propelling chyme, secretions, and bacteria, and offering a natural protection against SIBO (7,45). This organized bioprotective mechanism may be disturbed by motility disorders including neuropathy or myopathy (examples include scleroderma and diabetes) or by medications such as opioids, anti-diarrheals, or anticholinergics, which can reduce propulsive movements and facilitate bacterial overgrowth. Likewise, post-surgical changes such as gastrojejunostomy with a blind loop or injury to the vagus nerve may each provide an opportunity for bacterial overgrowth. Although strictures causing partial or fixed obstruction would be obvious causes of stagnation and have been considered to be risk factors for SIBO, there are currently no solid peer-reviewed publications validating this. Colectomy, either partial or complete, and especially with loss of the ileocecal valve, will allow retrograde movement of colonic contents resulting in colonization of the small bowel with bacteria normally found in the large intestine (46). Studies in patients with anatomical risk factors from intrinsic causes such as small bowel diverticulosis or fistula formation or iatrogenic consequences such as post–Roux-en-Y, ileocolonic anastomosis, or post–radiation stricture/adhesion formation have all shown a higher prevalence of SIBO (8,21,32,46–50). Advanced age and female gender are also associated with a higher likelihood of SIBO, perhaps because of delays

| Table 3. Mechanisms for maintaining small bowel ecological homeostasis |
|-----------------------------|---------------------------------|
| **Mechanism**               | **Rationale**                    |
| Gastric acid                | Most ingested bacteria in food cannot survive the acidic stomach. |
| Pancreatic enzymes          | Digestive enzymes in the proximal small bowel may also digest bacterial products. Efficient digestion of nutrients leaves less substrates for bacteria. |
| Bile acids                  | As detergents, bile acids can have an effect on bacterial membranes. |
| Small bowel motility        | Migrating motor complexes and other events cleanse the small intestine of debris during fasting. |
| IC valve                    | The IC valve protects the small bowel from retrograde movement of colonic flora into the small bowel. |
| Immune system               | Mucosal immunity may be important in the maintenance of a stable microbiota of the intestinal lumen. |
|                            | IC, ileocecal.                   |
in gut transit (51,52). Other systemic diseases known to alter motility and which are associated with SIBO include Parkinson disease, chronic renal failure, amyloidosis, systemic sclerosis, hypothyroidism, and diabetes mellitus (53–57). Although these many mechanisms for SIBO development are intuitive, multicenter randomized controlled trials of diagnosis and treatment of SIBO in these above-stated conditions are lacking, and thus from an evidence-based perspective, higher level data are needed here.

**Immune function and inflammation**

Evidence supports an association between SIBO and various immunodeficiency syndromes, such as immunoglobulin A deficiency and common variable immunodeficiency (58–61). Patients with celiac disease (62,63) are also known to have SIBO. In the case of Crohn’s disease, 16.8% of those in endoscopic remission had SIBO, and the presence of SIBO on breath testing was associated with ongoing GI complaints (64).

Several other conditions have been associated with SIBO, including cirrhosis and spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (65), chronic pancreatitis (66), cystic fibrosis (67), IBS (25), fibromyalgia (68), alcoholism (69), and multiple sclerosis (70), but the potential mechanism(s) underlying these relationships remains unclear.

**Recommendations**

4. We suggest against the use of breath testing for the diagnosis of SIBO in asymptomatic patients on proton-pump inhibitors (PPIs) (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).

5. We suggest testing for methane using glucose or lactulose breath tests to diagnose the overgrowth of methane-producing organisms (IMO) in symptomatic patients with constipation (conditional recommendation, very low level of evidence).

**Methane production and IMO**

One aspect of breath testing that has become very intriguing is the role of methane. Multiple studies and 1 meta-analysis (81–84) have demonstrated that a positive methane breath test is associated with constipation (odds ratio = 3.51, confidence interval [CI] =
2.00–6.16), and the level of methane on the breath is proportional to the degree of constipation (81). The North American Consensus defines a positive methane breath test as the presence of methane levels of ≥10 ppm during the breath test (12). Methane infusion into the small intestine has been shown to slow transit in a canine model (85), suggesting a direct causal relationship between the overgrowth of methane-producing organisms and constipation. This is supported by in vitro experiments demonstrating that methane can augment contractility and delay ileal peristaltic conduction velocity (86) through effects on cholinergic neurons (87). As will be discussed, methane may be important in disease conditions and may also be useful as a predictor of treatment.

Although methane is interesting, it is also a conundrum. Methane is produced not by bacteria, but by archaea. Archaea are prokaryotic organisms and represent the third domain in the 3-domain system of life, distinct from both bacteria and eukaryotes (88), from which they can be differentiated through their rRNA and cell wall characteristics. In humans, excess methane production (i.e., levels high enough to result in a positive methane breath test) appears to be caused by *Methanobrevibacter smithii*, which is the predominant methanogen in the human gut (89,90). The problem then becomes one of nomenclature. Excessive methane production cannot be caused by “bacterial” overgrowth, but is rather due to archaeal overgrowth, so the term IMO may be more appropriate than “SIBO” or “methane-SIBO.” Furthermore, although methanogens do occur in the small bowel, individuals with positive methane breath tests also exhibit increased methanogen levels in stool, suggesting they may occur throughout the intestinal tract. Therefore, it may not be altogether correct to use the term “small intestinal” overgrowth, and as such, IMO may be more accurate.

**TREATMENT OF SIBO**

**Antibiotics Recommendations**

6. We suggest the use of antibiotics in symptomatic patients with SIBO to eradicate overgrowth and resolve symptoms (conditional recommendation, low level of evidence).

The use of antibiotics has been the cornerstone of therapy for the treatment of SIBO (Table 5). Indeed, based solely on anecdotal evidence, it has been a longstanding common practice to use empiric antibiotic therapy in those with risk factors for and a clinical presentation suggestive of SIBO. As the consequences of antibiotic use have increased, including the development of resistant bacteria, adverse reactions, and rise of opportunistic infections such as *Clostridoides difficile*, a more cautious approach is needed. Before considering antibiotic therapy, an effort should be made to objectively diagnose SIBO. In general, the evidence for the use of antibiotics in SIBO has been limited to small clinical trials of poor to modest quality. The antibiotics assessed in these clinical trials have included amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, clortetracycline, ciprofloxacin, doxycycline, metronidazole, neomycin, norfloxacin, rifaximin, tetracycline, and trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole. A meta-analysis was performed on 32 clinical trials assessing the safety and efficacy of rifaximin in the treatment of SIBO through March of 2015 (91). The analysis included 7 randomized clinical trials, 24 cohort studies, and 1 randomized crossover trial comprising a total of 1,331 patients. There was considerable heterogeneity among the trials, including the method of SIBO diagnosis; dose of rifaximin, which ranged from 600 to 1,600 mg a day; and duration of therapy, which ranged from 5 to 28 days. Only 1 study compared rifaximin with placebo. With these limitations in mind, the overall success of therapy with an intention-to-treat was 70.8% (CI = 61.4–78.2), and adverse reactions occurred in 4.6%. Two subsequent clinical trials have since been performed which assessed rifaximin efficacy in treating SIBO. This included a trial of 18 patients with SIBO after surgery for colorectal cancer, which was diagnosed by the glucose breath test (92). Each participant received 10 days of rifaximin at a total daily dose of 1,200 mg, of whom 33% responded based on follow-up glucose breath testing. The second trial assessed 17 cirrhotic patients with SIBO diagnosed by the glucose breath test (93). Subjects received 7 days of rifaximin at 200 mg 3 times daily and exhibited a 76% response rate based on repeat breath testing (93).

Three clinical trials have assessed ciprofloxacin. The first of these compared treatment with 500 mg of ciprofloxacin twice daily for 10 days to treatment with metronidazole 250 mg 3 times daily, in a cohort of 29 patients with Crohn’s disease and SIBO (94). The presence of SIBO was confirmed by the glucose breath test, and response to treatment was determined by the repeat glucose breath test. All 14 patients treated with metronidazole responded, compared with 13 of 15 (86%) patients treated with metronidazole (94). In the second trial, 6 patients with non-alcoholic steatohepatitis were confirmed to have SIBO by the glucose breath test. These patients were treated with 500-mg ciprofloxacin twice daily for 5 days, after which only 1 remained positive (95). In the third trial, 10 patients with cystic fibrosis and SIBO based on the glucose breath test were treated with 35–50 mg ciprofloxacin per kg per day, and after an unspecified duration of therapy, 9 of 10 patients responded to treatment, as determined by the repeat breath test (96).

In a single study assessing elderly nursing home residents, 9 of 62 residents tested positive for SIBO by glucose breath testing (97). Those testing positive received 10 days of doxycycline, 100 mg a day, for 4 consecutive months. No follow-up breath testing was performed, but those with an initial positive breath demonstrated weight gain and increased body mass index at the end of 4 months.

---

**Table 5. Suggested antibiotics for treatment of small intestinal bacterial overgrowth**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibiotic</th>
<th>Recommended dose</th>
<th>Efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonabsorbable antibiotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rifaximin</td>
<td>550 mg t.i.d.</td>
<td>61%–78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic antibiotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoxicillin-clavulanic acid</td>
<td>875 mg b.i.d.</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciprofloxacin</td>
<td>500 mg b.i.d.</td>
<td>43%–100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doxycycline</td>
<td>100 mg q.d. to b.i.d.</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metronidazole</td>
<td>250 mg t.i.d.</td>
<td>43%–87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neomycin</td>
<td>500 mg b.i.d.</td>
<td>33%–55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfloxacin</td>
<td>400 mg q.d.</td>
<td>30%–100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracycline</td>
<td>250 mg q.i.d.</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole</td>
<td>160 mg/800 mg b.i.d.</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the study, no testing performed to reassess small intestinal bacterial overgrowth, although all participants had other objective measures of improvement.
whereas those with a negative breath experience a decrease in weight and body mass index. There has been 1 randomized, placebo-controlled trial which assessed the efficacy of norfloxacin treatment, 400 mg twice daily for 10 days, in 15 subjects with IBS and SIBO diagnosed by culture of small bowel aspirates (98). All 4 subjects who consented to retesting for SIBO responded to treatment, but none of the 7 subjects who received placebo responded. A crossover clinical trial compared the effects of 7 days of treatment with either amoxicillin-clavulanic acid (875 mg twice daily) or norfloxacin (400 mg twice daily) in 10 patients with SIBO diagnosed by the glucose breath test (99). Based on the repeat breath test, the response rate for amoxicillin-clavulanic acid was 50%, compared with 30% for norfloxacin. A single study assessed the response of 7 days of tetracycline at a total daily dose of 1 g given to 24 adults with jejunal cultures positive for Escherichia coli. After therapy, 21 of the 24 (87.5%) demonstrated negative jejunal cultures (100). Finally, in an open trial of 20 Brazilian children diagnosed with SIBO by the lactulose breath test, treatment with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole in combination with metronidazole was found to result in a response rate of 95% (101).

As SIBO frequently recurs following a course of antibiotic therapy, it is common practice to retreat with another course of antibiotics. This practice of antibiotic retreatment is solely based on anecdotal evidence and expert opinion. As such, there are no universally accepted treatment approaches to therapy. One published study assessed the frequency of SIBO recurrence in 80 adults following a course of antibiotic therapy and found recurrence rates of 12.6% at 3 months, 27.5% at 6 months, and 43.7% at 9 months (102). Although no clinical trials have been published regarding the use of repeat antibiotic therapy for recurrent SIBO, there is a study which evaluated the use of repeat antibiotics to treat SIBO and prevent recurrence in 51 patients with systemic sclerosis who had a significant risk of SIBO recurrence (103). In this study, 7 days of norfloxacin 400 mg twice daily was alternated once monthly with 7 days of metronidazole 250 mg 3 times daily for 3 consecutive months. Both the presence of SIBO and SIBO resolution was assessed by glucose breath testing, with 52% of subjects exhibiting eradication of SIBO and significant improvement of intestinal symptoms after treatment (103).

Two studies have assessed the efficacy of neomycin in the treatment of IMO. We note that both of these studies used methane levels ≥3 ppm to define positivity, not methane levels ≥10 ppm as more recently recommended by the North American Consensus. The first was a placebo-controlled trial of 84 IBS patients with IMO based on lactulose breath testing (104). Ten days of neomycin dosed at 500 mg twice daily reduced methane levels on repeat breath testing to below 3 ppm in 20% of patients, compared with 1% of those receiving placebo. The second study was a retrospective chart review of 74 patients with IMO, as determined by the lactulose breath test (105). In this study, patients received either neomycin only (500 mg twice daily), rifaximin only (400 mg 3 times daily), or both antibiotics, for 10 days. Reduction of methane to undetectable levels (below 3 ppm) on repeat breath testing was 33% in subjects treated with neomycin alone, 28% in subjects treated with rifaximin alone, and 87% in subjects treated with both antibiotics (105).

Diet
There are a variety of proposed mechanisms by which dietary manipulation may be beneficial in the treatment of SIBO. However, the dominant theme in diet manipulation for SIBO is the reduction of fermentable products. In most cases, this involves a low fiber approach as well as avoidance of alcohol sugars and other fermentable sweeteners such as sucralose. In addition, prebiotics such as inulin should also be avoided. However, the data on using diet for SIBO are principally extensions of the data from IBS. A recent meta-analysis of low FODMAP (Fermentable Oligo-, Di-, Mono-saccharides And Polyols) and gluten-free diets in IBS noted that there was no good evidence to support gluten-free approaches and “very low quality evidence” for low FODMAP diets (106).

Despite the conclusions of the meta-analysis, data do support that a low FODMAP diet is associated with fewer fermentation products, as assessed by the breath test. In 1 study, daily hydrogen output was far higher when FODMAPs were ingested (107). A study by McIntosh et al. that compared the effect of low vs high FODMAP diets on symptom severity, metabolomic markers, and the microbiome in subjects with IBS also found a small decrease in hydrogen production in subjects who consumed a low vs a high FODMAP diet (108).

Probiotics
The concept of using probiotics to treat a condition with excessive bacteria seems counterintuitive. However, a study in rats suggest that the effects of probiotics may include probkinetic actions (109). Perhaps, shifts in bacteria may also be facilitated by this type of treatment effecting a change in symptoms or gas pattern on breath testing.

In an uncontrolled study, administration of Bifidobacterium infantis 35624 did not appear to affect hydrogen production during breath testing, but rather resulted in an increase in methane, such that twice the number of subjects met the criteria for positive methane production (≥10 ppm) after treatment as did before (110). Another study examined the open label use of a proprietary probiotic cocktail on IBS subjects with or without SIBO. Although this was a small study with only 5 subjects with IBS/SIBO, these subjects appeared to have >70% improvement in clinical symptoms, compared with 10.6% in IBS subjects without SIBO (111).

A meta-analysis has recently examined the existing trials of probiotics in SIBO and found that probiotics appeared to reduce hydrogen production with an odds ratio of 1.61 (CI = 1.19–2.17), but the studies were mostly small and of poor quality (112). However, the associated SIBO-causing conditions were mixed, and although there may have been some improvement in symptoms such as abdominal pain, stool frequency was not impacted by probiotic therapy (112). A recent controlled study showed that probiotics may cause SIBO and D-lactic acidosis leading to gas and bloating, and that withdrawal of probiotics combined with a course of antibiotics led to resolution of symptoms (23).

Fecal microbiota transplant
Although concrete data on the effects of fecal microbiota transplant (FMT) on SIBO are limited, there are some important anecdotes that warrant discussion. The most important of these is a recent study in which the investigators screened donor patients for SIBO based on the lactulose breath test (113), although a positive breath test did not preclude donation of fecal material. Interestingly, subjects with C. difficile receiving stool from donors with a positive lactulose breath test exhibited more GI symptoms after FMT, although this did not reach statistical significance.
Even more concerning is that more recently, the FDA has issued warnings about multidrug resistant organisms passed on to recipients during FMT (114).

Another interesting case report illustrates another concern with FMT in the context of SIBO (115). In this case, the authors describe severe constipation in a subject who underwent FMT for a C. difficile infection. It was later determined that the recipient acquired the phenotypes of constipation and a methane-positive breath test from the FMT donor (115).

GUIDANCE FOR TRIAL DESIGN
Most of the GRADE eligible recommendations described in these SIBO guidelines have low levels of evidence to support them. This has to do with the grading criteria, which require large effect sizes in double-blind clinical trials. These trials ordinarily involve therapeutics and not diagnostics. However, these guidelines also demonstrate that SIBO represents a significant unmet need—despite the large population affected by this condition, there are few treatment options that have undergone the scrutiny of large-scale randomized trials. Clearly, improved diagnostics and treatments are needed to help these patients. In this section, we outline the important path that these tests and treatments would need to follow to gain use in clinical practice. Table 6 outlines a proposed guideline on study design and outcomes in SIBO clinical trials.

Screening
Trials for SIBO will need to follow a path to identify subjects for inclusion. Although endoscopic culture of the small bowel for SIBO could be a potential standard for diagnosis, it has not been established as a gold standard because of limitations of the technology and access to more distal small bowel and associated risks. Indirect techniques such as breath testing can be used, but would require scrutiny in studies to demonstrate the correlation between parameters on breath testing and specific symptoms in SIBO.

Based on the North American Consensus, a positive breath test should be based on the following parameters until studies guide the literature in a better direction to include:

- Positive lactulose or glucose breath test for hydrogen (rise above baseline ≥20 ppm by 90 minutes)
- Positive lactulose or glucose breath test for methane (≥10 ppm at any point during testing)

It is important to recognize the limitations of breath testing, and therefore, in the enrollment of clinical trials, it is crucial to also have symptoms present. The most prominent symptom of SIBO is bloating. As such, this symptom should be considered mandatory for enrollment in a clinical trial and the primary enrollment symptom. However, other features of SIBO could also be examined as secondary symptoms, such as diarrhea, abdominal pain, flatulence, belching, and even constipation (in the case of methane). Although there is no threshold for belching, in the absence of a validated PRO, this primary symptom of SIBO should be experienced by the patient during entry enrollment a minimum of 50% of days.

Outcome measures
In the case of classic SIBO with a positive hydrogen breath test, endpoints should be an improvement in bloating in conjunction with normalization of the hydrogen breath test (postintervention rise in hydrogen <20 ppm above baseline within 90 minutes of

Table 6. Proposed study enrollment and outcome considerations for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth clinical trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas type</th>
<th>Study stage</th>
<th>Proposed criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H₂</strong> positive</td>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td>H₂ ≥ 20 ppm within 90 minutes of lactulose or glucose and bloating (moderate to severe) at least 50% of days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postintervention outcome measure</td>
<td>H₂ ≥ 20 ppm within 90 minutes of lactulose or glucose and bloating (moderate to severe) at least 50% of days or Sterile method duodenal aspirate with coliform count on appropriate agar of &gt;10⁹ CFU/mL² and bloating (moderate to severe) at least 50% of days Primary outcome measure: reduction of bloating severity or frequency by 50% plus normal H₂ breath test (&lt;20 ppm at or before 90 minutes) or duodenal aspirate on &lt;10⁹ CFU/mL² Key secondary outcome: reduction in diarrhea if part of inclusion criteria Exploratory secondary endpoints: Improvements in abdominal pain, urgency, belching, flatulence, and frequency of stool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CH₄</strong> positive</td>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td>CH₄ ≥ 10 ppm at any point during the first 90 minutes of the breath test and constipation (&lt;3 CSBM/week) Primary outcome measure: improvement in constipation severity (increase in number of CSBM/week by &gt;1 and normalization of CH₄ (no CH₄ ≥ 10 ppm within 90 minutes) Key secondary outcome: improvement in bloating by &gt;50% (frequency or severity) Exploratory secondary endpoints: improvements in abdominal pain, straining, incomplete evacuation, SBM, and belching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that duodenal aspirates may be considered an undue burden and risk to study subjects being performed before and after clinical interventions. CFU/mL, colony-forming units per milliliter; CSBM, complete spontaneous bowel movements; ppm, parts per million; SBM, spontaneous bowel movements.
lactulose or glucose). A key secondary endpoint in hydrogen subjects could be diarrhea or loose stool. Other symptoms would be exploratory secondary endpoints.

Methane would be considered a special case. Since constipation is a key feature of methane, these symptoms could be considered as the primary symptom and endpoint with bloating as a key secondary outcome. For methane, a postintervention methane of no greater than 10 ppm would be considered successful eradication. However, since methane production and constipation have been shown to be correlated, a key secondary endpoint could be reduction in methane from baseline with corresponding reduction in constipation.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As this guideline points out, although indirect measures for SIBO evaluation using breath testing are the most practical approach to SIBO research, part of the challenge is that current breath testing technology provides an incomplete picture of the interrelationship between classes of organism in the gut and their fermentation products. The reason hydrogen has not correlated with symptoms clearly in clinical trial could be that hydrogen is consumed in the gut to produce methane and H₂S gases. As such, measuring only methane and hydrogen produces an incomplete picture. Future studies are examining the role of measuring all 3 gases during breath testing. The value of these in overgrowth assessment may provide greater clarity and symptom correlation. Also, it is important to develop validated questionnaires and PROs for SIBO, as symptoms lack specificity. Furthermore, advancements are taking place in indirect microbiome testing. One such area is to assess breath volatile substances by mass spectroscopy. This work is in the early stages but offers a great deal of promise for future considerations. As these unfold, what was once SIBO may become a collection of conditions named for the specific organism(s) that are responsible for the phenotype.
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Figure 2. Gas dynamics in the gastrointestinal tract.


